Depending on the change in magnitude of analytical error occurring with change in concentration of analyte, two limiting types of error properties can be defined: additive and multiplicative. We investigated whether one of these two error types also characterizes the overall error of methods involving multiple procedural steps, or whether mixed error properties result in these cases. Using "open" quality-control data (i.e., the analyst identifies controls) from each of two hospitals and "blind" quality-control data from one hospital for 11 different assays, we found: (a) With current methodology, overall errors typically are mixed, though predominantly additive and multiplicative overall errors exist as well. (b) "Blinding" the qualitycontrol system typically augments the multiplicative but not the additive error component.
AddItIonal Keyphrases: quality control #{149}precision method error Analytical error depends in part upon the concentration of the assayed analyte, but the statistical properties of this relationship have hardly been investigated. Two limiting cases can be defined: additive errors, in which the standard deviation is similar for different concentrations, whereas the coefficient of variation decreases as concentration increases; and multiplicative errors, in which the standard deviation increases with concentration, whereas the coefficient of variation is similar at different concentrations (1) . At the outset, the conceptual relationship between additive and multiplicative error and "random, proportional, and constant" error should be clarified. The latter three terms were introduced to describe different types of variability observed when one correlates methods by regression analysis (2) . Additive and multiplicative error are related to but not identical with "random" and "proportional" error. On the other hand, the overall error of a method can usually be expected to be almost exclusively either additive or multiplicative.
According to this second hypothesis, mixed-error properties should be rare, because the additivity of two errors of unequal size is such that only the larger error significantly affects the result, if it is more than double the other error.
To test which of these two hypotheses is correct, we investigated the error characteristics of some common clinical laboratory procedures. To enhance generalizations from our conclusions, we used data from two different laboratories and analyzed both "open" and "blind" quality-control data, because it is known that an "open" system may bias outcome.
Methods
Data base. Three sets of data were analyzed: Data from the "open" quality-control system at one university hospital and data from both the "open" and the "blind" quality-control system at a second university hospital.
In the "open" system, control samples are inserted into the analytical run by the analyst himself. In the "blind" system, controls are introduced by a supervisor without the knowledge of the analyst.
Commercial
control material with a protein matrix analogous to that of serum was used throughout. Table 1 lists the analyzed constituents, the assay methods, the concentrations of analyte in the different control materials, and the number of consecutive assays on which the estimates of precision are based. To permit valid comparison of findings obtained with the "open" and with the "blind" quality-control system, data collected during exactly the same time period were used for 
Analysis.
The overall error, y, may be thought of as being the sum of a constant, additive error term, x1, and of a variable, multiplicative error term, x2, where x1 is normally and independently distributed with a mean of zero and a constant variance of a12, and x2 is also normally and independently distributed with a mean at the true value, i, and a variance which is multiplicative, 2a22. As a result, the mean of y, M(y), and the variance of y, V(y), are as follows:
For notational consistency, V(y) is also a2u. and if a12 >> j2a2 > 0, the error is predominantly additive. These terms are introduced because in practice it is not often possible to distinguish between "pure" and "predominant."
Results Figure 1 shows how the three types of errors can be represented graphically.
The actual additive error terms established in the various control systems are listed in Table 2 , the actual multiplicative error terms in Estimates of the overall errors were larger in the "blind" system than the "open" system. Among the 11 assays for which each three "blind" and three "open" error estimates were available for a total of 33 comparisons, 28 "blind" estimates of overall error were larger. This is unlikely to be due to chance (P <0.001).
Estimates of the additive errors were larger for six constituents with the "blind" system than with the "open" system. In one case both estimates were equal. In the remaining four cases the estimates obtained with the "blind" system were smaller. However, these differences were insignificant in three instances and only in the case of chloride assay did a significant additive error observed in, the "open" system disappear in the "blind" system.
All estimates of the multiplicative error were larger with the "blind" system than with the "open" system excepting only Thus, using exactly the same procedure over a different range of analyte concentration might change error properties.
In classifying procedures, the full pathophysiological range over which the method is expected to be used has uniformly been taken into account.
Error characteristics.
Where multiple sources contribute to the overall error of a method, the chances are good that a mixed overall error will result. This finding confirms the first hypothesis formulated at the outset of our study. Rarely is the overall error of a procedure determined or even dominated by additive or multiplicative properties. Thus, no strong evidence supports the second hypothesis formulated at the outset of our study. However, methods with more or less pure additive or multiplicative errors were observed occasionally, and the relationship of these error properties with specific procedures and analytical instruments has relevance. Procedures that require no aliquoting, such as some electrochemical measurements, can be expected to have mainly additive error characteristics.
As other analytical procedures become increasingly simplified, this type of error may become more prevalent.
A pure additive error would not have been expected a priori in any of the procedures used in this study. The only two instances of purely additive error occurred with "open" quality control. In one of these cases, continuous-flow analysis was used, where sampling would have been expected to contribute to multiplicative error. Since the "blinding" of the quality-control system indeed produced a multiplicative error, artifacts due to the bias possible in an "open" control system may well have falsified the error properties. Multiplicative error characteristics imply the elimination of additive error components through a rugged chemical procedure and a stable signal generated by the reaction product. No additive error component was calculated in five instances, but bias may have to be discounted in the three instances occurring with the "open" quality-control system.
"Blind" quality control.
It is well known that "blind" quality control tends to increase error estimates. However, increasing mechanization reduces this enhancement along with the opportunity for human intervention. In a fully mechanized procedure no difference in error estimates obtained with "open" and "blind" quality control should exist. The procedures analyzed in this study represent intermediate degrees of mechanization typical of current clinical laboratory practice, and the ratio of multiplicative errors observed with "blind" and with "open" quality control ranged from 1.04 to 2.00 if total protein assay is excluded ( Table 3) .
Finally, we wished to establish (a) whether the increased error observed with the blind system was due to the additive component, to the multiplicative component, or to both, and (b) whether "blinding" of quality control affects error properties systematically. We found that the "blind" system estimated larger multiplicative errors than did the "open" system (P <0.05). On the other hand, changes of the additive error component were well within chance expectation. For the methods investigated, it may be concluded that the larger error observed in "blind" quality control was chiefly due to the higher multiplicative error. However, this enhancement was not sufficient to systematically alter the character of method error (Table 4) .
The separation of analytical error into additive and multiplicative components provides insight into the nature of the overall process used in making the determinations. This technique should be added to our present system of quality control to monitor the assay system as well as to evaluate new procedures.
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